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The Global Commission on Internet Governance was
established in January 2014 to articulate and advance a
strategic vision for the future of Internet governance. The
two-year project conducts and supports independent
research on Internet-related dimensions of global public
policy, culminating in an official commission report that
will articulate concrete policy recommendations for the
future of Internet governance. These recommendations
will address concerns about the stability, interoperability,
security and resilience of the Internet ecosystem.
Launched by two independent global think tanks,
the Centre for International Governance Innovation
(CIGI) and Chatham House, the Global Commission on
Internet Governance will help educate the wider public
on the most effective ways to promote Internet access,
while simultaneously championing the principles of
freedom of expression and the free flow of ideas over
the Internet.
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The Global Commission on Internet Governance will
focus on four key themes:
• enhancing governance legitimacy — including
regulatory approaches and standards;
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including critical Internet resources, infrastructure
and competition policy;
• ensuring human rights online — including
establishing the principle of technological
neutrality for human rights, privacy and free
expression; and
• avoiding systemic risk — including establishing
norms regarding state conduct, cybercrime
cooperation and non-proliferation, confidencebuilding measures and disarmament issues.
The goal of the Global Commission on Internet
Governance is two-fold. First, it will encourage globally
inclusive public discussions on the future of Internet
governance. Second, through its comprehensive policyoriented report, and the subsequent promotion of
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Governance will communicate its findings with senior
stakeholders at key Internet governance events.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Private Internet intermediaries increasingly find
themselves at odds with governments, with serious
implications for human rights. While companies face
tougher data protection and privacy laws in some
jurisdictions, they also face growing legal requirements to
comply with mass surveillance, weaken encryption and
facilitate censorship in ways that contravene international
human rights standards. In many countries, they face
increasing legal liability for users’ activities. Even where
law does not compel companies to violate users’ rights,
companies generally lack sufficient market and regulatory
incentives to protect the human rights of all of their users.
The resulting global “governance gaps” require new types
of cross-border institutions and mechanisms to strengthen
companies’ ability to respect users’ rights and to hold
firms accountable.
This paper first describes some innovative efforts that
might serve as building blocks for such mechanisms
and institutions. Next, it places these developments in
the broader context of the evolving role of corporations
in international governance and accountability systems
beyond the information communications technology (ICT)
sector. It then focuses on one particular accountability
toolset: rankings and ratings, which, when combined
with transparency and disclosure frameworks, can help
to foster greater accountability as well as respect for
international human rights standards. The final section
focuses specifically on the Ranking Digital Rights
(RDR) Corporate Accountability Index. The inaugural

index, published in November 2015, ranked Internet
and telecommunications companies on 31 indicators
evaluating disclosed commitments, policies and practices
affecting Internet users’ freedom of expression and
right to privacy. Key findings and initial impacts will
be examined, concluding with a discussion of how such
public benchmarking of companies, in concert with other
initiatives and mechanisms, might foster greater corporate
accountability for a free and open Internet.

INTRODUCTION
As of July 2016, more than 3.4 billion people were
estimated to have joined the global population of Internet
users, a population with fastest one-year growth in
India (a stunning 30 percent) followed by strong doubledigit growth in an assortment of countries across Africa
(Internet Live Stats 2016a; 2016b). Yet the world’s newest
users have less freedom to speak their minds, gain access
to information or organize around civil, political and
religious interests than those who first logged on to the
Internet five years ago. Worse, according to Freedom
House’s Freedom on the Net 2015 report, a growing number
of governments are “censoring information of public
interest and placing greater demands on the private sector
to take down offending content” (Kelly et al. 2015).
In an ideal world — where existing global and national
institutions could address human rights challenges in the
Internet age — all of the world’s nation-states would agree
upon global frameworks grounded in human rights law
for data protection, cyber security and management of
cross-border law enforcement requests to restrict content
or hand over user information. There would be clear and
globally coordinated mechanisms to protect human rights
while enabling states to meet their national security and
economic obligations to their citizens. Such international
frameworks, in addition to the laws and implementation
practices of all participating governments, would have
high levels of transparency and public accountability
and would be fully consistent with international human
rights standards, including the UN Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights’ (OHCHR) Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights, under which
states have a duty to protect human rights and companies
have a responsibility to respect human rights (OHCHR
2011).
In the real world, governments, companies and a range of
other non-state actors are pursuing short- and mediumterm interests and agendas regarding how the Internet
should be used and governed with whatever legal,
regulatory, financial, political and technical tools happen
to be available. The result: substantial “governance gaps”
that either create a permissive environment for corporate
violation of human rights (Ruggie 2008; 2013) or that cause
ICT companies to be directly compelled by governments
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to violate the freedom of expression and privacy rights of
their users (Kaye 2016).
As the revelations of former National Security Agency
(NSA) contractor Edward Snowden and other recent policy
developments in North America and Western Europe have
shown, even governments that claim to champion the
cause of global Internet freedom and openness have failed
to be consistently transparent, accountable or respectful
of international human rights norms in pursuing their
interests. Fragmentation and “balkanization” of the
Internet, whereby national borders are re-imposed upon
globally interoperable digital networks (framed in another
way by some governments as the assertion of states’ right
to “Internet sovereignty”), is a global trend that seems
difficult to reverse in the absence of new mechanisms and
processes for norm setting, problem solving, transparency
and accountability (Drake, Cerf and Kleinwächter 2016;
Mueller 2010).
Meanwhile, large multinational Internet platforms,
which serve global constituencies of users and customers,
increasingly find themselves at odds with governments
— sometimes their home governments, sometimes other
governments seeking to assert stronger sovereignty over
how they manage information and data flows — with
major implications for the rights and freedoms of people
all over the world. At the same time, companies have
insufficient (and sometimes negative) incentives to protect
user information in the many countries where law either
does not adequately compel them to do so or even compels
them to violate privacy rights. Companies face growing
legal and regulatory requirements around the world to
comply with mass surveillance and to weaken encryption
(DeNardis 2015; Schneier 2015). In many countries, Internet
intermediaries also face growing legal liability for users’
speech and activities (Frosio 2016). In addition, as Emily
Taylor (2016) illustrated in her recent paper for the Global
Commission on Internet Governance (GCIG) series, the
privacy policies and terms and conditions of major global
Internet platforms are by and large out of sync with human
rights standards for freedom of expression and privacy.
The execution of companies’ private governance of users’
activities is opaque and unaccountable.
If international legal and treaty frameworks cannot
adequately protect human rights, then other types of
governance and accountability mechanisms are urgently
needed to provide incentives to owners and operators of
Internet platforms and services to respect human rights.
In response to this glaring governance gap, a number of
initiatives and mechanisms have begun to emerge over the
past decade.
This paper first describes some of the key elements of
a nascent yet innovative ecosystem of organizations
and initiatives that could form the building blocks of a
human-rights-compatible governance and accountability

framework for Internet intermediaries, before examining
how these developments fit within the broader context
of the evolving role of corporations — beyond the ICT
sector — in international governance and accountability
systems. This examination focuses on rankings and ratings
— one particular accountability toolset — which, when
combined with transparency and disclosure frameworks,
can help to foster greater accountability. For example,
RDR published its inaugural Corporate Accountability
Index in November 2015, ranking 16 global Internet
and telecommunications companies on 31 indicators
evaluating disclosed commitments, policies and practices
affecting Internet users’ freedom of expression and right to
privacy. The paper’s final section considers the index’s key
findings and initial impacts, and discusses the potential
for such public benchmarking of companies, along with
other initiatives and mechanisms, to encourage greater
corporate accountability for a free and open Internet.

INNOVATION IN GOVERNANCE AND
ACCOUNTABILITY FOR INTERNET
INTERMEDIARIES
Internet and telecommunications service operators,
software producers and the manufacturers of device and
networking equipment exert growing influence over the
political and civil lives of people all over the world. They
do so in a number of ways, including:
• compliance with laws, regulations
government requirements;

and

other

• coordination of technical standards and resources
with other public and private entities;
• product feature and design choices;
• software and hardware engineering (including
security capabilities and features);
• corporate governance of employee actions;
• business priorities and practices;
• private policies governing how user information is
handled; and
• private rules for what users can and cannot say or do.
As categorized by Laura DeNardis (2014), companies
play a range of roles at all levels of Internet governance,
from the basic layers of technical infrastructure and
resource coordination that make global interconnection
possible, to the layers of law and policy above them that
determine rules for people’s actions on the Internet and the
mechanisms for policing such rules. This paper focuses on
efforts to establish greater accountability and transparency
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at one of six levels of Internet governance: “the policy role
of information intermediaries” (ibid., 4).
Internet intermediaries are generally private entities that
own and operate products and services that are channels
for online communication. They mediate dissemination,
exchange of and access to information on the Internet. In
accordance with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights, all companies — which necessarily includes
all Internet intermediaries — share a responsibility to
respect human rights (OHCHR 2011; European Commission
2013). A recent study commissioned by UNESCO (whose
editor and co-author is also the lead author of this paper)
that examined the impact of Internet intermediaries on
freedom of expression through in-depth case studies found
that while the policy and legal environments of states are a
major factor affecting companies’ ability to respect human
rights, companies in all jurisdictions nonetheless have
control over a range of business practices and decisions
that affect users’ rights, including freedom of expression
and privacy (MacKinnon et al. 2014).
One of the earliest efforts to build upon international
human rights standards in defining the responsibilities
of intermediaries for freedom of expression and privacy
in the context of government demands for censorship
and surveillance is the Global Network Initiative (GNI),
a multi-stakeholder organization launched in 2008 with
Google, Microsoft and Yahoo as founding corporate
members. GNI member companies commit to uphold a
set of core principles and implement them with guidance
— often accompanied by honest critiques and tough
questions — from other stakeholder groups: civil society,
responsible investors and academics. Most important,
company members are required to undergo regular
independent assessments that enable the organization’s
multi-stakeholder governing board to verify whether they
are satisfactorily implementing the principles (GNI 2015).
As of the fall of 2016, GNI’s corporate membership
has expanded from four to six companies (adding
Facebook
and
LinkedIn);
in
addition,
seven
European telecommunications companies1 from the
Telecommunications Industry Dialogue, a group that
addresses freedom of expression and privacy in the sector,
joined in early 2016 as observers, with the option to apply
for full membership in early 2017 (GNI 2016a). While
most of the material produced in company assessments
reviewed by the GNI board is not published, methodical
analysis of disclosed company policies and practices by
the RDR Corporate Accountability Index (which will be
discussed in greater detail in a later section) indicates that
GNI member companies have made more systematic and
verifiable efforts to institutionalize commitments, policies
and practices related to government demands affecting
1 Millicom, Nokia, Orange, Telefónica, Telenor Group, TeliaSonera and
Vodafone Group.

users’ freedom of expression and privacy than have most
other Internet and telecommunications companies around
the world (RDR 2015c).
GNI critics rightly point out that the organization was
unable to prevent its corporate members from participating
in PRISM and other US mass surveillance programs
unveiled by whistle-blower Edward Snowden in 2013.
Several factors explain this failure and underscore the
reality that a multi-stakeholder non-regulatory corporate
accountability mechanism has limited ability to expose,
let alone prevent, abuse of power by a sufficiently wellresourced and determined government that is able to gain
access to companies’ core infrastructure through technical
or legal means.
First, in several cases the companies did not wittingly share
information with the NSA. For example, the NSA reportedly
installed bugs on the cables connecting Google’s data
centres to one another, although Google’s failure to encrypt
this traffic was, in retrospect, negligent (Schneier 2015).
Second, information silos within companies might also
have kept those individuals involved with GNI processes
in the dark about their employers’ cooperation with the
NSA. Third, the gag orders, particularly those associated
with national security letters, prevented companies from
bringing their concerns to GNI. National security letters
are legally binding, confidential requests for information
issued by US government agencies (notably the Federal
Bureau of Investigation) in the context of national
security investigations. Separately from GNI, Google,
Microsoft and Yahoo have all successfully challenged
the US government in court, but such legal battles tend
to be protracted. GNI’s limitations underscore the reality
that efforts to strengthen corporate accountability will be
most effective in strengthening the respect and protection
of Internet users’ rights only when they coexist with a
broader ecosystem of efforts focused on legal reform.
Nevertheless, committing to implement the GNI principles,
and to be assessed on that implementation, is an important
step that companies can take toward accountability in
respecting Internet users’ rights in relation to policies and
practices over which they do have operational control. In
addition, GNI increasingly undertakes policy advocacy
to push for legal and regulatory reforms that would
maximize companies’ ability to respect users’ freedom of
expression and privacy rights (GNI 2016c). Even so, GNI
cannot actually stop governments from using the force of
law — even sometimes physical force against employees
— to compel Internet platforms and services to violate
users’ rights.
Nor does GNI membership prevent companies from
infringing upon users’ rights in a number of situations
where government demands are not involved. As defined
by the organization’s multi-stakeholder board, which
includes representatives from the companies themselves,
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GNI’s implementation guidelines and assessment
framework focus on company handling of government
censorship, surveillance and data access demands affecting
user freedom of expression and privacy. Issues related to
terms of service (ToS) enforcement, commercial collection
and use of user information, and the construction of
privacy policies have thus far been out of scope for GNI.
Such scope limitations demonstrate another key weakness
of multi-stakeholder accountability mechanisms: when
the entities being held accountable play an equal role
with other stakeholders in creating and governing the
accountability mechanism, they will seek to define
parameters with which they are comfortable as a condition
of participation. This reality, combined with failures by
all governments — to varying extents — to govern in a
manner that fully meets the state’s duty to protect human
rights, highlights that if digital rights are to be respected
and protected across the full range of threats, there is an
urgent need for further innovation and efforts — not only
in policy advocacy but in the creation of new types of
governance mechanisms and tools.
One important GNI principle that has had widespread
impact beyond its actual membership emphasizes the
importance of corporate transparency about the handling
of government requests (GNI 2012a). Google was the first
company to release a “transparency report” in 2010. By
early 2016, 61 Internet intermediaries had published at
least one transparency report (Access Now 2016). Such
reports disclose a range of information about actions
companies have taken to restrict content or share user
information, particularly in relation to government
requests: when requests happen, how often they happen,
how often companies comply and the company policies
for handling them.2
Unfortunately, some of the longer-running transparency
reports reveal a disturbing increase in government
demands to restrict content and share user data.3
Transparency, combined with implementation of best
practices in handling government demands (for example,
interpreting requests narrowly, so that one complies only
with requests made in accordance with legal procedure
and falling within scope of the law), has not deterred
governments from making demands. Governments, for
their part, are failing to match companies in transparency

2 The advocacy organization Access Now maintains a directory of
corporate transparency reports. In response to concerns that companies
do not publish information in a way that is sufficiently consistent to
enable clear comparisons, New America’s Open Technology Institute
and the Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society have published a
transparency reporting guide for US-based companies to use in disclosing
government requests for user data (Budish, Woolery and Bankston 2016).
3 For example, see the figures at www.google.com/transparencyreport/
userdatarequests/?hl=en and at https://transparency.twitter.com/en/
removal-requests.html.

about the demands being made to companies. A report
issued by a multi-stakeholder working group of the
Freedom Online Coalition, an intergovernmental
organization of governments committed to promoting a
free and open global Internet, pointed to the general lack of
government transparency about requests made to Internet
intermediaries as a barrier to holding governments
and companies accountable for respecting online rights
(Freedom Online Coalition 2015). Governments and
companies should independently disclose requests made
and received, subject to an audit process, thus holding one
another accountable. In cases where national law prohibits
such disclosures, companies should, at a minimum,
explain the kind of data being withheld and under what
legal authority.
Given the limitations of transparency reporting, other
types of accountability-enhancing efforts are needed
to redefine when and under what circumstances it is
acceptable for governments to make requests and how
these requests should be made. Bertrand de La Chapelle
and Paul Fehlinger have argued that in order to prevent
the “uncontrolled reterritorialization of the Internet”
(2016, 8) by governments seeking to impose their will on
private intermediaries, new forms of transnational multistakeholder decision making and coordination, particularly
around processes such as cross-border requests by law
enforcement to companies, are urgently needed. They call
on concerned stakeholders from government, the private
sector, the technical community and civil society to work
together to create a new system of “issue-based” multistakeholder “governance networks” (ibid., 10).
New multi-stakeholder bodies created to hash out solutions
to specific problems, however, are unlikely to have the
power and authority to prevent abuse of human rights or
to hold abusers accountable unless they are accompanied
by some kind of international court or arbitration body
with international legitimacy to resolve disputes, pass
judgments, impose appropriate penalties and ensure that
victims receive appropriate remedy. Precedent suggests
that this is unlikely, leaving would-be reformers with
the softer tools of research and advocacy. Meanwhile,
governments grow increasingly effective at censoring
and surveilling people’s online speech and activities via
corporate intermediaries, restricting opportunities for
such advocacy.
As a first step, Ronald Deibert (2016, 213) calls for greater
corporate accountability and “a system for monitoring
cyberspace rights and freedoms that is globally distributed
and independent of governments and the private sector.”
Yochai Benkler (2016, 20), concerned about the “Internet
that facilitates the accumulation of power by a relatively
small set of influential state and nonstate actors,” suggests
“building an effective audit and accountability system
into the Internet design to enable identification and
accountability of abusive power” (ibid., 29).
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GNI’s voluntary assessment framework is the only
systematic audit framework specifically concerned with
Internet intermediaries’ human rights responsibilities
presently in existence.4 Limited details of GNI company
assessments are published, however, and only a handful
of companies — all of them US-based Internet platforms
— have thus far completed the voluntary process (GNI
2016b). GNI is a necessary part of the solution, but it alone
is insufficient, given that it is unable to confront violations
committed by non-member companies; nor does its scope
address the full gamut of its members’ human rights
harms.
To fill these gaps, several other independent academic
initiatives and organizations carry out in-depth research
or collect and aggregate data about corporate practices and
their human rights impacts, producing information that can
potentially be used to hold companies and governments
accountable. Examples include the University of Toronto’s
Citizen Lab, led by Ronald Deibert, which for more than a
decade has supported a team of researchers who publish
thorough and often highly technical investigations into
practices — many of them often deliberately kept secret
or obscure — by governments and companies that violate
Internet users’ rights. Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center
for Internet & Society produces a publicly accessible
“Internet monitor” information platform that contains a
variety of data about the shape and nature of the Internet,
including information that reflects the actions and policies
of governments and Internet intermediaries.5
Since 2011, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) has
published an annual report called Who Has Your Back?
that rates US-based companies on their policies and
practices in response to US government demands. Over
the project’s lifetime, EFF staff have observed concerted
efforts by some of the largest and most powerful US-based
companies included in the yearly reports to improve their
performance.6 The EFF’s success in creating a mechanism
for benchmarking corporate respect for users’ privacy
and expression rights in the United States and in holding
companies accountable for their policies and practices was
among several factors that inspired the development of
the global RDR Corporate Accountability Index.

4 Note that the Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society,
which Benkler co-directs at Harvard, is a member of GNI’s academic
constituency and is represented on its governing board.
5

See https://thenetmonitor.org/.

6 Through 2015, EFF’s Who Has Your Back? report covered Internet
intermediaries (Cardozo, Opsahl and Reitman 2015). Beginning in 2016
they switched their focus to “gig economy” and “sharing economy”
services.

CORPORATIONS, GLOBAL
GOVERNANCE AND
ACCOUNTABILITY BEYOND
THE ICT SECTOR
ICT sector companies have played a prominent role in
Internet governance organizations, mechanisms and
processes over the past two decades. Companies in other
sectors also play an expanding role in global governance.
Multinational companies wield more power than many
governments over not only digital information flows but
also the global flow of goods, services and labour: onethird of world trade is between corporations, and another
third is intra-firm, between subsidiaries of the same
multinational enterprise (May 2015).
Increasingly since the end of the Cold War, governments
have been forced to share many types of power —
economic, financial, social, military, cultural and political
— with non-state actors, including corporations and
non-governmental organizations (Mathews 1997). Multistakeholder organizations have emerged to address
“governance gaps” not only on Internet issues but also
on concerns ranging from natural resources governance
to human rights. Corporate accountability mechanisms —
sometimes as a complement to regulatory weakness and
sometimes in lieu of absent or problematic regulation —
have emerged across various sectors to hold companies
accountable for their impact on human rights, public
health, environmental sustainability and many other areas
of corporate responsibility.
Around the same time that the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers was formed in 1998, with
an innovative multi-stakeholder governance structure
for managing the Internet’s addressing system, other
multi-stakeholder organizations addressing companies’
human-rights-related governance challenges also began
to emerge: the Fair Labor Association in 1999 (for the
footwear and apparel manufacturing sector), followed
by the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human
Rights in 2000 (established to help extractive and energy
companies maintain security and safety of their operations
while respecting human rights). The Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (which promotes greater public
accountability in how countries manage their oil, gas and
mineral resources) followed in 2002. GNI, for the ICT sector,
came later, in 2008, borrowing and adapting elements from
the previously established initiatives’ governance and
accountability structures.
The limitations of other sectors’ multi-stakeholder
accountability mechanisms in preventing abuse (or
neglect) of human rights are similar to those GNI has
faced. Private actors and voluntary initiatives can do
much to prevent human rights harms within companies’
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operational control but they cannot make up for abject
failures by public authorities to meet their duty to protect
human rights. The Fair Labor Association, for example,
while having done much to prevent human rights abuses
in many corporate supply chains around the world,
could not prevent the Bangladeshi government’s failure
to enforce labour and safety laws, which resulted in the
disastrous 2013 Rana Plaza factory collapse that killed
1,138 people (Kasperkevic 2016).
Yet, while responsible and accountable governance
remains a distant dream in many countries, efforts by
non-state actors have done much to prevent the human
rights situation around the world from being substantially
worse than it might otherwise be — in particular in
areas over which companies have at least some measure
of operational control and an incentive to demonstrate
respect for human rights. While investigations and
advocacy campaigns by non-governmental organizations
have helped to hold corporations publicly accountable
for practices affecting the environment and human rights
around the world (Pace and Courtney 2015), investors
have also grown increasingly effective over the past two
decades in using financial markets and sometimes even
regulation as mechanisms for corporate accountability. By
the beginning of 2014, US$21.4 trillion of investment assets
were under professional management in Europe, the
United States, Canada, Asia, Japan, Australasia and Africa.
These assets were subject to some degree of screening for
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors, with
more than half of European assets undergoing some type
of ESG screen (Global Sustainable Investment Alliance
2015). The years 2015 and 2016 saw a record number of
shareholder resolutions on non-financial issues ranging
from climate change to human rights (Proxy Preview 2015;
2016). The presence of an investor constituency in GNI
reflects emerging concern from responsible investors about
companies’ impact on freedom of expression and privacy.7
Building upon increased concern from shareholders
and other stakeholders in companies’ ESG performance,
organizations such as the Global Reporting Initiative
and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB) now issue guidelines for how companies should
report to investors about non-financial risks and impacts.
Notably, the SASB has developed provisional nonfinancial reporting standards for the ICT sector, including
information about practices affecting privacy, security and
freedom of expression (SASB 2016).
The SASB’s development process for corporate reporting
standards comes at the same time as the US Securities
Exchange Commission’s undertaking of a public comment
process on expanding requirements for corporate
disclosure of non-financial information (US Securities
7 For a list of investor participants, see http://globalnetworkinitiative.
org/participants/index.php?qt-gni_participants=4#qt-gni_participants.

Exchange Commission 2016; White 2016). Such expansion
would follow in the footsteps of the European Union’s
2014 directive, which required larger European companies
to report non-financial and diversity information that is
material to their business (European Union 2014). Member
states must pass corresponding legislation by late 2016,
with company reporting expected to start in 2017 (Gardiner
and Lienin 2015). Consultations were undertaken in early
2016 regarding the scope of such reporting (European
Commission 2016a). Meanwhile, investors are pushing
for legal clarification that their fiduciary duty includes
taking long-term factors, including non-financial ESG
information, into account in decision making, which could
lead to even greater weight being given to ESG factors
by investors across Europe and beyond (Johnston and
Morrow 2016).
The developments described above point to the increasing
use of non-traditional governance mechanisms to
“regulate” company practices, with financial markets an
increasingly powerful vector with which to hold companies
accountable for their impact on the environment and
society. Companies have responded to the pressure: as
of 2014, 93 percent of the world’s 250 largest companies
were publishing annual corporate responsibility reports,
60 percent of which were independently audited
(Nelson 2014). The ability to reward companies for
their environmental and social responsibility through
investment markets has, in turn, increased the demand for
data and metrics. One response has been the development
of platforms such as CDP8 (formerly known as the Carbon
Disclosure Project, before it expanded to cover more areas),
which works with companies to disclose information
about their environmental impacts.
Another related response has been the proliferation
of efforts to benchmark and rank companies on their
policies, practices and impacts. The past decade has
seen a proliferation of corporate ratings, rankings and
indexes that aim to address global governance gaps on
a range of issues including climate change, presence
of conflict minerals in the supply chain, combatting
corruption, sustainable food sourcing, access to medicines
in developing countries, supply chain labour rights and
human trafficking.9 Academic research on the impact of
sustainability rankings and ratings points to the various
ways that they might affect company practices: providing
a framework for companies to develop comprehensive
strategies to improve; providing a platform through which
companies can communicate their successes; and sparking
efforts by employees who care about the environmental
and social impact of their employer (Muli 2013). Industry
8

See www.cdp.net.

9 The Global Initiative for Sustainability Ratings (GISR) has created a
database of many of them (see http://ratesustainability.org/hub/index.
php/search/).
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surveys show that credible rankings and ratings enable
companies to benchmark their own yearly progress as well
as compare themselves to their peers (Sadowski 2012).
Rankings and ratings have also emerged over the past two
decades as an accountability tool aimed at governments.
Their efficacy in influencing government policy and
practice in a manner that translates into improvement of
people’s lives on the ground is subject to much scholarly
criticism and debate (Green 2001; Giannone 2010; Brooten
2013). They are found to be most successful when clearly
tied to concrete economic or financial levers, such as
development aid or international investment decisions
(Cooley and Snyder 2015, 35). Scholars Alexander Cooley
and Jack L. Snyder, editors of Ranking the World, have
offered a list of recommendations to make these systems
more effective. Suggestions include practising maximum
transparency about the methodology, indicators and
research process, as well as grounding the system on “best
available empirically grounded knowledge” rather than
“ideal-typical attributes” (ibid., 191).
For company-focused rankings, the non-profit GISR has
developed a set of 12 principles to guide the development
and assess the credibility — and therefore potential for
impact — of a given ranking, rating or index. The principles
include transparency, impartiality, inclusiveness (broad
stakeholder engagement) and continuous improvement
(through empirical research).10

RDR CORPORATE ACCOUNTABILITY
INDEX
The RDR project drew upon GISR guidelines in designing
a ranking that can hold companies accountable for
respecting users’ privacy and free expression by providing
actionable data to stakeholders, including investors,
human rights advocates, policy makers and companies
themselves. After a lengthy process comprising stakeholder
consultations, case study research, multiple methodology
revisions and a pilot study, RDR published its inaugural
Corporate Accountability Index in November 2015. The
index ranked 16 global ICT companies on 31 indicators
evaluating disclosed commitments, policies and practices
related to digital rights.
The index’s research methodology represented the
culmination of three years of an iterative process of
research, stakeholder consultations and exploratory
studies. Notably, the case study research conducted in 2013
demonstrated the difficulty of empirically verifying actual
practice and convinced the team to focus on companies’
public disclosures. Indeed, researchers found that some
company representatives, particularly but not exclusively
those headquartered in less democratic or transitional
10 See the principles at http://ratesustainability.org/core/principles/.

states, either declined to be interviewed or provided
answers that were at odds with other verified sources, and
sometimes even threatened legal action. By emphasizing
public disclosure of information related to users’ rights,
RDR (2016) puts the onus on companies to be transparent
and accountable to their users directly and leaves room
for others to verify companies’ compliance with their own
stated policies.
The 31 indicators used to evaluate companies align with
recent recommendations for corporate practice issued by
the GCIG, including that users “should know about and
have some choice over the full range of ways in which
their data will be deployed for commercial purposes”;
terms of use should be clear and accessible and not subject
to change without users’ consent, and that “businesses
should demonstrate accountability and provide redress in
the case of a security breach or a breach of contract” (GCIG
2016, 42). The structure and content of the indicators also
draw heavily from the UN Guiding Principles on Business
and Human Rights and, more specifically, the GNI principles
and implementation guidelines — as well as a range of
emerging privacy standards, including the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development’s privacy
guidelines and the US Federal Trade Commission’s fair
information practice principles.
RDR was designed to pick up where GNI leaves off in
several ways. Its scope is broader: it addresses commercial
and private practices not related to government requests;
and, unlike GNI, which only evaluates companies that
choose to join the initiative, RDR selects companies for
evaluation regardless of companies’ willingness to engage
with the project. Its process and results are more public
and transparent: GNI company assessments are carried out
under legal privilege and examine internal information that
is not made public, whereas RDR examines information
that companies publicly disclose and makes all of its raw
research data publicly available. Yet the index also helps
to reinforce and reveal the value of GNI’s less public
work by clearly exposing the differences between GNI
member companies and non-GNI companies, in addition
to exposing specific differences among GNI member
companies.
The index found that across the board, companies need
to improve disclosure of policies and practices that affect
users’ freedom of expression and privacy, as well as their
commitments to these human rights. No company in the
index provides users with sufficiently clear, comprehensive
and accessible information about their practices that affect
freedom of expression and privacy. These practices include
companies’ handling of user information, ToS enforcement
and access to remedy for users whose rights have been
violated. Detailed findings across all 31 indicators can be
found in the index report and on the project website (RDR
2015a; 2015b). Below is a discussion of key findings that
are of particular relevance to Internet governance gaps.
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The “Commitment” section of the index (to be renamed
“Governance” starting in 2017) looks for evidence that
companies take their responsibility to respect human
rights seriously by making a public commitment to free
expression and privacy, with accountable oversight at the
board, executive and management levels. Consistent with
established corporate social responsibility standards, RDR
expects companies to institutionalize their commitments
by training employees on free expression and privacy
issues, as well as maintaining whistle-blower programs
that pertain to digital rights; to conduct human rights
impact assessments (HRIAs) when entering new markets
or launching new services; to engage with stakeholders,
notably through membership in fora such as GNI and
the Telecommunications Industry Dialogue, an industry
organization also focused on freedom of expression and
privacy; and to provide mechanisms for users to file
grievances related to free expression and privacy as well
as to offer appropriate remedy when violations occur.
It is notable that the seven companies earning more than
50 percent of total possible points in this section are all
members of GNI or the Telecommunications Industry
Dialogue.

USER INFORMATION
Today’s Internet users increasingly understand that their
user information is the currency of the Internet (DeNardis
2015; Zuboff 2015) and that information initially exchanged
for a given product or service may later be sold, combined
with information from other sources, mined as part of
“big data” calculations and acted upon in ways that are
difficult to imagine, much less verify. Information collected
by commercial entities can also end up in the hands of
government agencies, whether pursuant to a legal process
or not, as Edward Snowden’s 2013 revelations made
apparent. Governments might then use that information
for legitimate law enforcement purposes but also to
suppress social movements, harass political adversaries or
otherwise violate human rights.
Part of the difficulty in governing user information is the
ambiguity of the concept itself. Under US law, the existence
of a privacy harm turns on whether the information in
question is personal or personally identifiable information
(PII), yet the law lacks a clear definition of PII, and
information that often is not considered PII, such as an
Internet Protocol (IP) address, can easily be linked to
an identifiable person (Schwartz and Solove 2011). The
European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
takes a broader approach to personal data, defining it as
“any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person”; this can include “an identifier such as a
name, an identification number, location data, an online
identifier or...one or more factors specific to the physical,

physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity of that natural person” that can be used to
directly or indirectly link a piece of information to a person
(European Union 2016, 33).
RDR’s definition of “user information” is broader still:
“Any data which is connected to an identifiable person, or
may be connected to such a person by combining datasets
or utilizing data-mining techniques” (RDR 2015a). This
definition includes information that people actively
provide (for example, name, content of messages), as well
as information that companies automatically collect when
people use a service (such as IP address, Global Positioning
System coordinates). The rationale for this definition is
that people need to know what happens to all information
that could be used to build a profile or dossier about them.
The companies evaluated by the Corporate Accountability
Index hew fairly closely to US legal and regulatory
conceptions of personal information, which exclude
information such as log data or cookie data. While every
company provided at least some information about the
type of user data it collected, the use of the broad term
“personal information” to describe it collectively obscures,
rather than clarifies, how companies handle the information
they have on their users. Many companies appeared to
leave open the option to collect a wide swath of extremely
sensitive information, or included language that clearly
indicated that their disclosures were not comprehensive.

ToS ENFORCEMENT
Users entrust companies with their personal information
— however that is defined — in exchange for which
companies provide access to the global public sphere.
Companies then set certain limits on the types of speech
that they will permit on their platforms, as outlined in
their ToS. However, none of the companies evaluated
in the Corporate Accountability Index disclosed any
information about how these terms are enforced, beyond
listing different types of speech or activities that are
prohibited. Social media companies in particular have
enormous latitude in determining the boundaries for
permissible speech in the public sphere, somewhat akin
to the discretionary powers of newspaper editors in earlier
eras but with a much deeper reach into people’s lives.
Platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are used
for political speech but also for interpersonal interactions
among families and communities in contexts as diverse
as humanity itself. While ToS documents list the types of
content that are not permitted (such as hate speech, socalled revenge porn and harassment), users have little
to no insight into the mechanisms for enforcing these
rules. Controversies regularly erupt around the uneven
enforcement of rules about nudity, harassment and “real
name” policies, among other topics. This lack of clarity
can lead to chilling effects, and the reliance on flagging by
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other social media users allows reporting itself to become
a tool for harassment.
The human rights implications are significant. The number
and range of publicly reported incidents concerning
Facebook are greater than for other platforms, although
the harms caused by opaque and unaccountable ToS
enforcement mechanisms are not limited to Facebook. For
example, members of the global lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender community rely on platforms such as Facebook
to connect with one another, yet must use pseudonyms
to stay safe. As Ethiopian activist HappyAddis explains,
“People will go and attack you. Even other gay people, you
don’t trust them. How can you find out whether they’re
real gay people using their real account?” (Davidson 2015).
HappyAddis’s Facebook account was blocked in 2015 due
to the company’s “real identity” policy, which requires
users to go by a name that matches their government-issued
identification documents. Because Facebook only enforces
this policy when an account is flagged by another user, it
is often used as a tool to silence sexual minorities, activists
and other vulnerable members of society. HappyAddis’s
account was eventually restored after his situation was
profiled by the Time Money site (Davidson 2015).
Journalists also frequently fall afoul of the content
moderation guidelines. In June 2016, the Facebook account
of Radio France International reporter David Thomson
(who covers issues related to terrorism) was blocked
because of an Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS)
flag in the background of an image posted in 2013. Social
media companies have come under growing pressure
from Western governments in 2015 and 2016 to eliminate
content that glorifies ISIS, in particular efforts to use social
media to radicalize and recruit new members (European
Commission 2016b; Drozdiak 2016; Hughes 2016).
However, Thomson’s case is an example of the collateral
damage caused by over-broad enforcement mechanisms,
which were applied retroactively to Thomson’s earlier
content (Reporters Without Borders 2016).
Ordinary users speaking out in defence of human rights
have likewise seen their content subject to removal. Images
depicting victims of war and violence, such as Syrian artist
Khaled Barakeh’s photographs of body bags containing
the remains of drowned refugees, are routinely taken
down despite their newsworthiness. As one Facebook
user commented, “with [this] reasoning, CBS and Walter
Cronkite should have never reported on the Vietnam War
the way they did” (Mirzoeff 2015). Indeed, in the twentieth
century the depiction of war and violence was the subject
of intense debate, but this debate was conducted within
the context of a highly evolved code of journalistic ethics
and editorial responsibility. Considering the repercussions
on advertising revenue or other business interests was
understood to be in violation of that code (Kovach and
Rosenstiel 2014; McChesney 2013). In contrast, Facebook’s
June 2016 changes to the Newsfeed algorithm, which

prioritizes “friends and family” content, would seem to
represent a rejection of the duties to inform and educate —
not only entertain — central to earlier notions of media’s
role in society (Mosseri 2016).
Yet some of the world’s most powerful Internet companies
have thus far resisted calls for greater transparency with
respect to content moderation and ToS enforcement.
Several companies told RDR’s researchers in private
communications that publishing data about the volume
and type of content removed in the course of enforcing ToS
(for example, against hate speech, harassment, incitement
to violence, sexually explicit content and so on) would
not, in their view, help promote freedom of expression.
Some argued that too much transparency about such
enforcement would enable criminals and people seeking
to harm other users to more effectively “game” the system,
while others argued that private enforcement also includes
fighting spam, about which it supposedly would not be
meaningful to provide insight.
At the same time, civil society groups in a range of
countries have raised concerns that companies enforce
their ToS in a manner that is opaque and often viewed as
unfair to certain groups. Such problems indicate that for
companies to maintain or establish legitimacy as conduits
for expression, they must also offer greater transparency
and accountability in relation to how they police users’
content and activities.
Without clear disclosure from companies, the public is
left to draw conclusions about ToS enforcement based on
anecdotal evidence and conjecture. While both algorithms
and human reviewers are used by companies, it seems
that enforcement largely relies on flagging by individual
users and, reportedly, certain categories of “superflaggers”
whose reports might be prioritized (Crawford and
Gillespie 2014). Even then, much activity that would
seem like a clear case of harassment is deemed to meet
community standards. Rules without fair enforcement
tend to devolve to the law of the jungle, where the strong
flourish at the expense of the weak. Jillian C. York (2016)
of the EFF and OnlineCensorship.org argues that the
reliance on user flagging feeds a culture of snitching that
serves to reflect and reinforce existing power imbalances.
Moreover, companies’ ability to moderate content fairly
and consistently differs drastically according to the
language and cultural context involved, so that content
that is expressed in languages spoken by fewer users or
less machine-readable is at a disadvantage.
Content moderation also has a labour rights dimension:
who performs this work, and under what conditions?
While companies themselves are quite opaque about
their practices, several journalistic outlets have looked
into these questions in recent years. According to the
reports, US Internet giants outsource much of this labour
to specialized firms that employ young workers in the
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developing world, notably in the Philippines, for as
little as US$300 per month. Workers in these digital-age
sweatshops often sustain a form of post-traumatic stress
disorder due to repeated exposure to vile content, and
are required to sign strict non-disclosure agreements. For
US-based content moderators, the pay is much higher, but
the working conditions are just as draining. Lacking fulltime employee status, these workers are not included in
companies’ corporate disclosures, despite representing up
to half of the social media sector’s workforce (Chen 2014;
Roberts 2016).
Multi-stakeholder and civil society initiatives to date have
focused on the user dimension of content moderation, but
this related governance gap is also worthy of attention,
particularly as the selection and working conditions of the
moderators have a direct impact on the free expression
rights of users. For digital media consultant Joi Podgorny,
this governance gap shows the task of content moderation
to be an “afterthought” within the ICT industry. As she
told The Verge’s Catherine Buni and Soraya Chemali
(2016), “moderation and related work remains a relatively
low-wage, low-status sector, often managed and staffed
by women, which stands apart from the higher-status,
higher-paid, more powerful sectors of engineering and
finance, which are overwhelmingly male.” Company
founders and developers are rarely exposed to the most
toxic content and might even resist understanding the
practice of moderation, viewing the issue instead as an
ironclad binary of free speech and censorship (ibid.). This
frame inhibits the kinds of nuanced debate necessary for
developing a transparent approach to content moderation
that respects and promotes human rights.
Given the complexity of the problem, pressure from
researchers and civil society alone might be insufficient
to force companies to substantially change their practices.
At the same time, resolving the human rights issues
surrounding content moderation through regulatory
intervention is likely to be elusive, given that governments,
facing public pressure to address violent extremism, are
turning to solutions that push companies in a direction that
is less rather than more accountable to international human
rights standards on freedom of expression (Jeppesen and
Llansó 2016). Nonetheless, a clearer understanding of the
problem is the first step toward innovation in governance,
to be followed by the articulation of concrete steps that
companies should take toward improved accountability.

GRIEVANCE AND REMEDY
Grievance and remedy constitute a third area ripe for
substantial improvement. The Corporate Accountability
Index found very little disclosure related to grievance and
remedy, even though this is an important component of
the UN Guiding Principles. This finding may be partially
due to the difficulty for users to determine whether a
problem is a digital rights issue, a technical malfunction,

human error or something else. Nevertheless, the index
results highlight how performance differs substantially
from commitment and ideals. GNI has stated its intention
“to implement a standard for freedom of expression
and privacy in the ICT sector that is consistent with the
UN’s Protect, Respect, and Remedy framework” (GNI
2012b). The Telecommunications Industry Dialogue, in
its principles, has identified implementation of grievance
mechanisms as an aspiration (Telecommunications
Industry Dialogue 2013).
However, unlike other indicators in the “Commitment”
category, membership in GNI or the Telecommunications
Industry Dialogue was not a predictor of performance on
the indicator, which focused on grievance and remedy
mechanisms that clearly include complaints related
to freedom of expression and privacy. The fact that
few companies provided disclosure that aligned with
expectations for business and human rights highlights
an important opportunity for dialogue between industry
and other stakeholders about what these practices should
look like. Much of the disclosure suggests that, despite
their principled commitments, companies have not
conceptualized how to incorporate grievance and remedy
into their established communication mechanisms.
Without access to meaningful channels for users to report
violations of their rights and to obtain remedy, it is difficult
to hold corporate or government actors appropriately
accountable when people’s rights to freedom of expression
are violated in the digital realm. Unfortunately, remedy
mechanisms in the ICT sector in relation to freedom of
expression and privacy are underdeveloped and largely
ineffective. The companies that received the highest scores
for remedy mechanisms in the index were Bharti Airtel and
Kakao — based, respectively, in India and South Korea.
Regulation appears to play a positive role: both of these
countries have laws that require grievance and remedy
mechanisms.

IMPACT OF THE REGULATORY
ENVIRONMENT
The 2015 Corporate Accountability Index research reveals
a number of instances in which laws and regulations in
a range of countries make it more difficult for companies
to perform well on certain indicators within the “Freedom
of Expression” section of the index, and all of the ranked
companies face some legal and policy hindrances in the
“Privacy” section of the index. Some companies face
more domestic political, legal and regulatory obstacles
to respecting users’ rights than others, because some
countries’ political and legal frameworks are less
compatible with international human rights standards.
There are also legal and regulatory obstacles that inhibit
corporate transparency on the ways in which laws,
policies and government actions affect users in practice.
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Laws in many countries forbid companies from disclosing
national-security-related government requests to share
user information or restrict or remove content.
Jurisdictional analysis conducted by country experts for
the Corporate Accountability Index revealed a number of
ways that governments limit or explicitly forbid companies
from informing users about demands they receive from
governments and other third parties to restrict or remove
speech in the digital environment. Such disincentives
are an obstacle to basic levels of transparency necessary
to hold governments and private actors accountable for
protecting and respecting human rights generally, and
freedom of expression specifically.
Governments that make direct requests to companies to
restrict or remove content generally do not publish data
about the volume and nature of requests being made, thus
hindering public accountability about demands being
placed upon companies to restrict speech. A number
of governments prohibit companies from reporting on
government requests, to varying extents. Examples drawn
from the index report include:
• In China, laws pertaining to state secrets and
national security prevent companies from publishing
information about government requests to remove or
restrict online speech.
• In South Korea, while it is possible to report data
about government and private requests to restrict
content, the law prevents companies or other third
parties from publishing copies of restriction or
removal requests, even when the requests originate
from non-governmental sources. This law makes it
impossible in Korea to have an online repository of
take-down requests similar to the Lumen database
(formerly known as “Chilling Effects”), a public
service project operated by US-based lawyers.11
• In India, the law prevents companies from disclosing
information about specific government requests for
content restriction or removal. However, it does not
prevent aggregate disclosure.
In addition, RDR researchers identified a number of instances
where ambiguity about the scope of laws and regulations
creates uncertainty among companies about the extent to
which they may be transparent about requests to restrict
speech without falling afoul of the law. Examples include:
• In South Africa, it is unclear whether it would be
legal for companies to report aggregate data about
government content restriction requests. While
companies in South Africa are banned from reporting
on government requests for user information, it is

11 See https://lumendatabase.org.

unclear whether Internet service providers (ISPs) or
mobile operators could be affected by the National
Keypoints Act of 1980, which gives the government
the ability to censor information ab out infrastructures
considered crucial to national security. This act could
potentially prevent a company from disclosing
information about requests related to content or
account restriction.
• In Malaysia, ISPs are subject to licensing requirements,
rules and regulations, not all of which are published
or made available to the public. The Malaysian
Official Secrets Act of 1972 may prevent companies
from disclosing some information about government
requests, although according to local legal experts, it
would be unrealistic to conclude that this law affects
every restriction request that companies receive.
• In the United Kingdom, more than one law could
potentially prevent an ISP or mobile data service
from disclosing specific requests to restrict content
or access to a service. However, even if some UK
laws limit companies from being fully transparent,
companies could nonetheless publish more aggregate
data related to all the requests they receive that they
are legally able to publish (based on UK law as
it stood in 2015). Different companies have taken
different positions on whether they can publish the
number of copyright-related blocking orders they
receive (Vodafone does not publish this data while
Virgin, TalkTalk and Sky do). Moreover, on the basis
that information about terrorist-related sites that have
been blocked upon request of the Counter Terrorism
Internet Referral Unit has been announced in
Parliament, it seems there is no barrier to companies
also disclosing such information.

COMPANY RESPONSES
We are already seeing indications that RDR’s strategy of
coupling public benchmarking with company-oriented
insider advocacy is effective. In response to a letter from the
advocacy group Access Now about the company’s results
in the index — which showed greater emphasis on privacy
than freedom of expression — a senior executive of Kakao
wrote that the company will “soon start to institutionalize
our commitments to users’ freedom of expression at the
same level of our commitments to privacy” and that other
improvements were being planned such as “clearer control
options for collection of user information and more details
of the company’s collection of user information.”12 In its
public response to Access Now’s letter about Microsoft’s
results, the company stated: “We already have work
underway to address some of Access Now’s primary
recommendations, particularly around further enhancing
12 See https://business-humanrights.org/sites/default/files/documents/
Kakao%20response.pdf.
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our human rights grievance and remedy mechanisms.”13
While AT&T was found to carry out no assessments on
the human rights impacts of its US operations, a company
executive wrote to Access Now that AT&T is conducting
HRIAs on its newly acquired Mexican wireless operations.14
RDR’s results also helped to highlight shortcomings in
a manner that added extra evidence and data to existing
advocacy efforts by a range of stakeholders. For example,
shortly after research was completed for the 2015 index,
Microsoft substantially expanded its transparency
reporting to include content restriction, which had
previously been absent from transparency reports that
included only government requests for user information.
WhatsApp and Instagram (both owned by Facebook)
have, respectively, implemented end-to-end encryption
and announced the roll-out of two-step authentication,
two recommendations from the 2015 index. Likewise,
Facebook’s Messenger now offers optional encryption for
messages between two mobile applications (encrypting
messages sent from a web browser is more technically
difficult, although far from impossible). After RDR’s 2015
index highlighted the lack of company disclosure about
ToS enforcement, Twitter’s February 2016 update of its
transparency report included some data on it (Kessel 2016).
Some of the ranked companies state publicly that they
are using the index as an internal tool. For example, in its
response to Access Now’s recommendations for how the
company can improve its performance in future iterations
of the index, Google stated: “Since the report was issued,
we have used the findings to guide internal discussions
about how our practices and communications to the
public can evolve.”15 Moreover, anecdotal indications are
that companies beyond the 16 ranked in 2015 are using
the index to benchmark and improve upon their own
performance.16
The full extent to which companies have responded to the
inaugural RDR Corporate Accountability Index will not
be known until the project completes its second rankings
cycle and releases its second index in early 2017, when the
full range of changes can be examined and compared.

13 See https://business-humanrights.org/sites/default/files/documents/
Microsoft-Response-to-Access-Now-June-1-2016-letter.pdf.
14 See https://business-humanrights.org/sites/default/files/Letter%20to%20
Access%20on%20RDR.pdf.
15 See https://business-humanrights.org/sites/default/files/documents/
GoogleLettertoAccessNow.pdf.
16 Representatives from several companies that were not part of the
ranking have told RDR project staff that they have begun to use the
indicators in internal assessments of policies and practices related to
digital rights. Representatives of several investment firms have also told
staff in private conversations that they have contacted companies about
their performance in the index.

CONCLUSION
Existing global governance structures developed in
the analog age are failing to address a range of global
governance gaps, which, due to their cross-jurisdictional
nature on a globally interconnected Internet, are even
more difficult to address than analog governance gaps
that persist due to governance failures by nation-states.
At the same time, the Internet has enabled the rise of a
new global force sometimes called “the Fifth Estate,” an
ecology of “networked individuals” who use the Internet
and related technologies to hold governments and other
institutions accountable (Dutton 2009, 3). Governance of
the decentralized, globally networked Internet that powers
this Fifth Estate requires an approach that is equally
decentralized, distributed and networked (Maréchal 2015).
The RDR project generates data that can be used by
investors, advocates, policy makers and companies to
identify and address governance gaps affecting freedom of
expression and privacy on the Internet. RDR’s effectiveness
will depend on the extent to which its data and underlying
standards are used by an ecosystem of stakeholders to hold
companies and governments accountable for respecting
and protecting Internet users’ rights. Importantly, it does
not aim to be comprehensive, given that it only assesses
company disclosure, inviting other researchers to build on
this starting point to verify company claims with empirical
testing. Rather, it aims to be one of many inputs that might
eventually form a globally distributed system of monitoring,
audit and accountability as called for by Deibert, Benkler
and others. Such a decentralized system of research and
verification in turn might inform the establishment of new,
distributed, multi-stakeholder governance mechanisms and
processes needed to address (if not fully eliminate) existing
governance gaps and to hold the individuals, institutions
and companies that shape the Internet accountable to the
public interest.
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